
THE 5 THEMES OF GEOGRAPHY ON GREECE

The Five Themes of Geography are location, place, region, movement, and HEI (Human/Environment Interaction). The
absolute location of Athens,Greece is 37 degrees north and 23 degrees east. Greece's relative location is also that it is
located in the southeastern region of the.

The homes are built by several architects or building companies a floor with 2 or 3 small apartments are
among the most common. Another push factor of this country is they may not like the type of government they
have and find another one more appealing. The Minoans are famous for their frescoes. The smog regularly
sends hundreds of Greeks to the hospital with respiratory and heart complaints. Most land was not great for
farming, but olive trees grew well in Greece, and goats were adapted well to the rocky, mountainous land.
Some of their myths, legends, and stories deal with these and other natural disasters. A political feature of
Greece is that they have a parliamentary republic. Keep in mind, there are practically unlimited examples you
could come up with, but to keep this short, let's limit ourselves to examples per theme. Movement Regions
Let's go through each theme and come up with some examples. A region of Greece based on physical
geography is the Peloponnesus. Runners were sometimes used to get specific messages from one place to
another. We have a lot of positive and negative things that people do in this Earth. Thank you for reading! A
physical characteristics of Greece is the Mediterranean Sea. Early Greek city-states were built on hills for
protection the acropolis, or high city. Ancient Greece had a temperate climate think Goldilocks - it's just right
with mild wet winters and warm dry summers. The population of Greece is 10,,, and it is the eighty-first most
populous country in the world. Most Greeks traveled by sea or by foot. They also export a lot of olives. What
patterns of trade and migration did they have? Early Greek city-states were isolated from each other by
mountains and the sea. Region What Characteristics Unite Greece? This is a picture of livestock in Greece.
Also, among the citizens some people transport items on donkeys. This relates to the theme because the plane
is carrying goods. Movement -- How did the ancient Greeks move people, ideas, and goods? You can add
examples to those that I've written about here. This can also be seen as a pull factor because some people want
to live in an area of this beauty, even if it is crowded. They built city-states. It is the highest point in Greece
and is another major attraction for tourists. This is important because without food people would starve.
Sailors and traders spread news as they traveled to different ports and cities throughout Greece and the region.


